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OcCupational, bi4ierentiatiOn nthe

Ileo44%fter High, School

This

proceeds ong 3730 young white men -and the dimensions nlongrwhioh it

proceeds Data from the National Lond inal (Fames). Survey; of tne
t

Abstract,

report alerts the rate at which occulletional diffe entiation

Labor Force ExpeOence of Young Men were used to examine employment,

amon men, aggc1416'.to 28 in different levels and fields of worli.° Results'

suggest that the Tate of labor force participation stabiligsinthe

early twenties, differentiation among men by education and the Aistrtbu:

-
.

.

tion of men among;different brOad'levels and fields of work,stalilileS'±_

by the mid twent4s, and thejsorting of men with difieSerit socioeconomic
- ; ,.,., Nz.

,

backgrounds into different occupational groups A5ntinue ough th'e

late twenties at which age it `appears to'have been large IfY coMpleted.

Discriminant analyses reveal that academic achievement (IQ and years of

, I

education) is the majpr diMension by which men are sorted or sort them-
-

selves to jobs-,%but socioeconomic backgrounir d also help

among different fields as well as4levels of work

o distinguish
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Occupational. DifferentiatiOn in:the First

Decade-After High School:_

%

Caieer development in the firstten yeats',4fter.high school in

A.arge measure forecasta, thecourSe.of.the remaining: decades of a, person's

career. During lhese years young people make,vOcational choices and

compete not only for the jobs they desire but also for the required

education and training. Some youngsters are able to estabZish them=

/selves in their preferred careers, but many' find themselves rooted

in low-level, uninteresting, or dead-end jobs..

The sorting of people into. jobs_ has generally been examined within

sociology as an aspedt of social stratification and intergenerational

mobility. EsOinates are made of the degree to which sons "inherit"
.

the octupations of fathers andof the ..relative, of socio-

te.
.

edonomic and educational-adVantaged' in determining occupatiOnal attain-

ment in adulthood. For XaMple, status attainment researchers have

40 provided strong evide cethat years of education, IQ, and, socioeconomic.
,

,background are niaj criteria %y which people are sorted, or sort

;themselves; int different levels of work. The

and sons' adul occupational status,is generally foun to be .3to .4;

correlatiOn of fathers'

andrthe corr lations of sons' status with sons''ye s of education and

IQ are, re pectively, .6 and4.4 (e.g. Alex/ander and Eckland, 1975;

Duncan, et al., 1972;. Sewell andHouser, 1976). ,

Although the6fact that .sorting occurs is well documenfed,,just

how and at what ages it occurs' has not.been systematically investigated.

For example, 'the following questions have reeeived.little attention
.

4.

Ht ...does the ,type (field), and level {prestige) of work people typically

dO change during their first-decade out of high school? Does

',



occupational differentiation increase with age. and proceed according

'to socioeconomic and educational advantage? And are some routes to

occupational success easier than,others,for disadvantaged youth to
b

follow?

Th report is from a research program designed to address these

issues. Lt diffrs frOm earlier studies in two ways. First, idith few

exceptions (e.g. Blum and Coleman, 1970; Coleman et al., 1970), research.

has examined jobs held at only:one or two points in the life cYcle--

the most common being first job, ,first rob after completing school, or

job at the time, of survey. This study provides-a more comprehenqive

picture of career- developMent in early adulthood by examining longi7

tudinal data on employment at two-year intervals from ages 16 to 28..

Seqond, this study examines the type or field (situs) of work as well

as the status level of work obtained. Previous reports from this

program (e.g. Gottfredson, 197-7) have shown large and systematic income

differences by functionally different types of work (e.g1 sales anal

management versus education*and social service) even whew-years of

edueation and occupational status are held 'const nt. This work'suggesta

that occupational attainment processes differ substantially in .differ-

ent occupational labor markets, and therefore, thatAnodelt of career

develbpment must examine both type and level of work.

Method

Data

A. Data on a nationally'representative sample of white men (N = 3730)
a

aged 14 to 24 in 1966 were obtained from.the National Longitudinal
A

2
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Survey of the Labor Market Experience of Young Men (Parnes et al,.; 1969).
-

were interviewed every year.74or over kiVe years, and' theThe men

surveys proVide extensive data on eduCational and labor market eiperi-
,..

_ -.
.

. \

ences for each of these years. The men were not surveyed during the

Year they. were in military service. This study used data from survey

,years 1966 to 1971.:.

At"

The analyses reported 'here are based on comparisons among different

age groups. Because of the small number of,men in each age cohort in

1966, the labor force participation of men of different ages was

examined without regard to cohort, that is, withoutregard to which

-year it was that, they wereia particular age. For example, the jobs of
.

Y

men aged 18 in.Inyyear were compared to the jobs. of men;aged 20 in

any year regardless Of the survey year during which this information

was obtained. This means that each man could be classified into as
1.

many as; but not more than, five age groups. This procedure assumes

that cohOrt differences (for.example, differences between 'men aged 20

in 1966 and men aged 20 in 1971) are negligible during the five-year

period.

Occupations are classified in two ways: byDuncan socioeconomic

index scores (Duncan, 1961) and by Holland's (1973) 6- category hOri-

zontal classification of occupations. The Holland categories of work

are Realistic (e.g. skilled trades and some engineering), Inve.stigativa

(.g. science and medicine), Artistic (e.g. aesthetic_and.literary

work), Socia.1 (e.g. social service and education), Enterprising (e.g.

sales and management)-, and _Conventional (e.g. clerical and accounting

0,

sd
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1

work).! Although largely Unfamili to vnciologistS, Holland's classi-
,

fIcation'a widely used in other d sciplines. .See Walsh (1973), Holland /

(1973), OTow C1973), Lackey,(0.75).,, and Holland, et al. .(1977) for

reviews 'of the extensive' research testing and using the classification.
. .

Additional evidence about the validity of the typology for describing

occupation is'' provided by Go4tfredson (1978)., Gottfredson and. Brown,

(1978)° prOvide the'1 Holland codet for detailed cendus loccupational titles.

For most'anaVses, occupations were Classified into one-of eighteen

groups deiped according to .three levels of prestige (low; d -29;

moderate:. 30-59;,and high: 60 or more points on the_Du4pan SEI) an

six types Of work: An examination of the data shaNed that over 907 of
4

men are foUndin on ly seven of the possible eighteen groups: low-level
I

-RealistiC Work (R Lo), moderate Realistic,(R Mod), moderate Conventional

(C Mod),. moderate Enterprising (E Mod), high Enterprising-(E Hi), -high,

Investigative (% i Hi) and, high Social (S-Hi). Therefore, most of the
4m

-,analyses use &gay these, seven gr /ups, Men in the thr4 moderate-level
! - -

,
grOups are on the average etia in status, as are men in the three: 6 ' ', ,' - .

brigh-level groups; ,the mean status7of-mten in each of the seven groups

6
is, respectively, 17, 41, 41 , 72, 74, and 71. Sample occupations

40e as follows: R --bootblacks;.

ass blers, meat cutters, and, bricKmasons; R Moda machintists, fireme

in each o the seven groups

mail carriers, addc'electrotyp:ra; C Mo6,.-clerks, ne operators,

and bookkeepers; :)E Mod-ade nliveryme, sales clerks, farm managers,
.1 4

A

and store floor managers;' Hia-insurance adjusters, purchasing agents,

public administrators, and lawyers; .S Hi--librarians, teacherssocial,
A



ers, ad psychologists;

civil engineers, .and physicians.

--engineering technicians, chemists,

Meaintea of social background, Aental abilitY, and educational
.1

attainment were included

was measuzed by moiher' and, fat4er's -years

the tespondeni was

obtainedfroM the last high,school.atended'.

h analyses. S cioeConoMic background

Occupational status when

ability test' scotes were

(education and father's

years of age. Mental

Scores were'not all from the sam (about 30 tests are represented),

.

so'scores were standardized to 146mmon metric (Herriott and Cohen,

unpublished). The scale used in these analyses consisted of a 9- point

cale indicating the stanine in which the IQ score was estimated to

fall. Measures .of educational attainment included high schooi.curric-

.

ulum:(college preparatory or not) and years of education comp
_ . . .

leted.
.,

,

Respondents were also characterized according to whether or. not they

reported being currently enrolled in x01;.0 1 and whether

ever received any vocational

Analyses

or technical training.

-All-Analyses were performed separately for each, age

the progress of OcCUpation'al differentiation with age,

analysis shows the percentages of'men employed, and in

occupational group

designed to reVeal the process of,77occupati- atzdifferentiation aCdo_ding

or not they had

group

The

to show

first
;..

which particular

if th07'were employed The,last three analysesare

to socioeconomic and)edu66 o.on backgrodn04They include (a) -.:e6rrela-
\,A.4

Lions of status of boys' current or last job:With background var'iable's,

the different types and, levers(b) percentage of men with high,IQ't

Mt.



of work, and (c) discrilinant ana7- lyses Overall 'and Klett, 1972) among
3 -

tehe seven major ocupational:gr Tt last' twto analyses

workers in the seven major al grou p','but Table

k % ft.k

ekcludi men in the a elude o a stall
. . .

- of the -ren:(3.,c:,

focus on

hOWs 'that

4 proport
, %.

, ,
I

,.
... 4 ession analy4 ,typidally bee oae to estAriza-ue multi-

. f --.--"' 1. , ' -- ,-1.
variate

. -
models Og occ opatio al attainment, becaus the eriteriod OT

., .
occupati_04,14 achieserit has generally been a status score on

,
a single

, -

vettidal divension. :The '0 oupational groups 'in, this analysis coUld, nes,
. v . .

.be ordered on a single scale. because some of the groups differ .-bx typ
.,

:-) ,
, ,

e but not, by'lele. 1 of work: ',,-Differences amti. the 's ven 'categories of, .

I

....
c.

,

work Sierg t e afore, examined_uzing di'aCriminant cazialysia bet,ause this

.method of alYzing'differengeh among groups' does not assume any,single

, . .

. hierarchical okrInIg' Td maintain reaso+ le sample sizes fir the

,discriminarit rialyses , values were imputed fOr mitsinOlata. Mdans for 4'
(

, e
. . aki:ariables were calculated separately for each bccurpat

,_t
. .

rod') TN..
.

_

wit* each age group, hand men with missing data were .11asigned t e an
.

4'alue for their own age-Occupational gro-up; percentages of c

with *ass ata in the seven occupaiiona 1 x1:flips ,varled by opredi

and some times by age group: years,o of, education and burrgnt e4rallmen

se

status r ,father's oCcuOatiena0estatus--5 4%toq;ry

education-- 3:ntreasiWg, respectivel frpm, 12 and 57 to 28 and
ti

- ! -
. , .

and trainingdecreasingffrom 39 to ,.870'

4

mother'

15% wit age; IQ
-;.

withYage.

father ' s¢ and
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if th e di. s-.t.-..t, i,m i-na n t fun-crr
.Th kappa (

ionohe

=

o

. 1 .tP 'assess the,allp,ity

1c ip.
\

;

atOnal:group.

agr emel:Lt(Tind It< the degreeindicates-.KapRa. js Measure 'of -tnegori

of greater-than-chance agreemen

Resnits -

Table, 1 provi la e,bor forc and emPl-PYPIeprovidesdestillition of

statiis of the young, men acording to: py level bf work. This
. ,

table show ow' the distribu io of; iieri by labor'fbrce status changes

/r Xt: om age 28 Aliout ha fe.the men wer . rnpl _-oy_ed at age 16,,.an age.

apAhich most could' gtilL be` et tted, to school-°° By
. - a ttellding . lif-gli

'age 22, over 85% of the pen"er 'employed; ; bY age' 2.8 -*almOst
<

. ,

.who me

all were

wer4ng. By age 18potWo thirds. Of" the\men, ;re'Portedre eiiployed

'that, working was their major: activity; -13 'age, 22, 90%. of ,enipleyed men.

.
reported' tilts. (th., percentaFes of- employed then .ieiart n work as

their majorctivity- are,:respectively foxithe age gron2,, 11,

76,, -900 96', 96 , and 99.)

Table 1 also reveals that types Atkd levels of wok were held by

men -of different -ages. MOstiyoung'men re araP1-01red in only seven of
...the.eight en possible as is true 0 As well (Gottfredson,

. ; -

almost exclnstiiely'in /mi..forthcoming). The youngest men are mIS1,0Yed

level Realistic work. As the men,age and as more en er the labor
N,,,

_ -
market, employment' in this typiot work gecreases, the nip move .into

,

) ..- ,
M1 ,

an increasin

jobs increas

ly hroad- spectrum of work.NEmPloYme lit in moderate-le V e

s unti ge 221, at whiCh age, itlievels off,' Betweenages

20 and 24--a es during -which many men are leaving col a --therelegeere are

r.



large proportionate increases

major net move

Enterprising wor

high-level jobs.

nt

The

of men after'ige 24 appe ars to be into high-level

providesde 'over' halfalf the' high=level employment

.. .. .

Table 1 About He qr
. - . ...... = . .

'0ccu.ational Differentiation:* The Prdce, ss of Men Bein
-

Sorted to Jobs

Table 1 illustrated several ways in which men are' differentiated

heir earl), career develop enter the labor force atelopoent:,1-they

"-di rent'agaa, and they are istribut8d .into varyink typeseventually d

rand levels revels Other aspects of differentiation

With age: The means and ztandard devliationsan Table 2 s!IPW! that men

contipUe,t,c) hedime

occnpatipnal- status utitii

fe-tentiated by education until age- 22 and hy
;./

.

Thejowerianel of the table .is

Oarticulgrly inte Tasti Ause it shows that the
e

_correlations of the

their

18 to

men's OcCupationai sta'tus. with
,

.
IQ anantecedentsIsuch their.

parents' socioeconom ic status increase from less-
:

.4 or above at age

.2 ge

28. The correlationsfor the oldest group' are:

comparaN in magnitude to'those cited in the introduction for older'

n. In short, oldv-men are ;;Am:----di-ffetentilted in attainment

than are younger men, wid the links of their current occupational'

attainment to their educational level and' to their parents' sOcto

) 'economic status have become much more apparent. The comparability ofAY 0

the correlations among those among much olderth older to

adults suggests.that-the sorting 'process may e ihrgelyi)compiete:4 the

late twenties.
64.



- The,rise in correlatfOni 'reflects two sources of Arting by 13E14-

grdund characterkstios. First, late entrants to the labor force tend

to be more advantaged than early entrants, the J:atter being lower and.

more homimeneous pi-social status than men km general.- Second, among

. \
men who are already employed, the more advantaged ones are.more likely

J

than the leas advantaged ones ,to mov out of loW-leveI jobs. Table 3

illustrates thee . two types of sorting. In 'Table 3, IQ is used-as a

'measu're of adyaneage.inkthe labor.MarketaVO the tab.le:shOws.the

.percentage'Of men in each ageoccupational group whose IQ scores-are.

among,the top 40% of IQ, S-cores.' . At all ageS a high. proportion of been

Y,
Vsnot in the labor. forcehave IQ scores in this upper, rdnge, a, prOpOrtion

most similar to-that of the men in'high-leVel jobs. LOoking at the
.

proportionsl'for low - .and moderate-lei,rel work, it is apparent that With

'age thehigher'lq men tend,to.moUe oUtdf such jobs.. Table 3 also

- Ok.°
.differences in IQ among the men'in different types of work

the same levei. Investigative and. Social occupations have the,highest

,proportion of ten. The otherhigt-level.work ,tonsiderda.ner-;-
/

Enterprising Work-7recruits proportioffSterY.fewersuth/Men. The IQ

level'of men in moderate - level "Realistic work also appears to be lower

than that of men in oehermoderate-level work. The latter types of

work
.

may more often'serve .steppingtepping stone of higher-IQ.ten to

higher-level wdrk. r

Table 3 About Here

1



Major Dimensions of the Sorting Process

Discriminant analyses were performed for each age group in order

to find the major dimensions .sl.ong which young men in 'differ

and levels of work diffet. In particular, these.analyses'itdicate

t types

which characteristicsrespOndent's education, pareht!s,occupational

status, and so on--are most useful in diitinguishing worktrs in ,one.

occupational group from those'in another, and they thus provide evidence

about what it4s that determines how men, are sorted, or sort themselves,
A

into different jobs. But before discussing those results, it is useful

to first examine some -more general issues: (a) just how different are

.workers across thenccupationalgtoups compared to differences within

groups, (b) how many dimensionii(functionS) are 'needed to summarize'
,

most, of the differences between the groups., and (c) how well does the.

whole set of predictors predict occupational group mtmbership? The

upper panel of Table 4 shows what proportiOn of the to 1 variance in

each particular predictor is between groups.

that less than 7% of the variance in

These proport

any of the, characteristics

indicate

is

between groups for the yoUnger men, but that most proportions increase

in the mid.20 --somewhat for parental, characteristics (to about 14%),

more'for IQ,and high school curriculum (to about 23%), and most for

years of education (to about143%). Whereas the young men in the

different occupational groups are not very distinguishable according

_
to any o hese criteria, the groups among

, Atheder men are moreflt

distinguishable--patticularly in years of education. It should be

!
remembered, however, that a much smaller proportion of the younger.,

.1



men than of the older Mien .(e..g. 587. f the 18 year-olds versus 87% of

the 28-year-olds) are iLncluded in the analyses, because only., employed

men are analyzed. In ddition, the between-group variance is restricted

in the y est group because those menare found primarily in -only

one of the s en occupational groups analyzed.

The lower panel haws the eigerrgalues and thecatonical correla-

tions

'f

of the first t ee (of the possible six) diseriminant functions,.

The first three functions are significant for most of the'age groups,-
AP .

but the first functi n summarizes most of the inter-group differencesp

particularly for the three oldest groups of men. Ti* final set of

results in the lower panel of Table 4 indicate the ability of the e

predictors to predict group membership. Although the greatest percent-

.age (70%) of the cases were correctly classified inthe youngest age

group, most of these men are employed in only a single occupational

group (see ,Table 1) aAd the kappa,(.05) indicates-that this percentage

is what would be expected by chance. Incontrast,,about .3 of the

agreement possible above that expected 'by chance is found for the

three oldest age groups.

Table 4 About heie

Turning to` the more detailed results, Table 5 provides the coefr-

ficients for the first discriminant function and the centroids for

each occupational group along this dimension. The first function'is

the one linear combination of the variables which best dif erentiates

the occupational groups (that is, which'bestatcounts he between-

14
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group variance). Beginning. with age20,the'first function appears to .

tap primarily an "academic achievement" dimensidn.° .Looking at the

upper panel.of-the table, years of education has the largest weights

tin this first function.t Parenta background variables have essentially

zero cbefficients.and so Make almost no independent Contributidn.tothe

-

first (and most poWerful) function separating the -seven gro ps.- Current

enrollment in school and a history of some vocational training help
e

.

todistinguish,groups among the youngeSt men; b t these two.variables

become relatively unimportantyith age for defining the first dimension.'

The canonical correlation of scores on this first function with group,

membership -one measure of the ability of this dimension to distinguish

.

among the groups -- increases with age._ This increase is concurrent

with the increasing differentiation among men- in years'of edUcation

completed (Table 2) and the more even distribution of men across the

seven occupational groups' (Table 1) that occur with age.

- --r
Table 5 About Here

The lower panel.of Table.5 "Shows the group means on the first

discriminant function;, With the exception of'only one occupational

group in the two youngest age groups, the ordering of'the -seven occupa-

-tiohal-groups is exactly the same at all ages. As would be expected,

the high-leVel.occupational-grou, all score higher than the moderate-

level groups, which in turn all score higher than the one low-level

group. However, this function St.t discriminates among groups at the.

same level. The mean scores of the Social and Investigative groups are

about the same on this achievement dimension but are considerably higher

15



than the mean of th

level Enterprising;,group

igh-leyel Enterprising group. In fact, the high-
\

closer on this dimension to the moderate-
^ 6

level groups. The moderate-leve roups also Aiary along this dimension,,

though not'to the same degree asthe hig -level groups.. The moderate

Enterprising group score's higher than does the Realistic group., and the

Conventional group scores higher than both of the formerA

A second and third dimension (statistically independent of each

other and of the first dimension) wer' also" useful:.

the'groups, as noted above. Jilots'of the centroids along ,the second

and third dimensions showed consistent differentiationamong the; three

high- level. groups and among ,the three moderate-level groups'. The

second function was at,the same across all age groups, nor was the

third, but taken together they. suggest a pattern. This pattern is

illustrated'below by the results for men aged 2410.

Figure I summarizes the differences between the occupational

v4.

groups in the second and third dimensions for men aged 22. The defini-'

tion of the functions, and the distinguishing features between the

groups according to the original eight variables are illustrated by
, .

showing the vectors of the original eight variables within the two

dimensional space created by the, second and, third functions. The

centroids for the seven. occupational groups are also pl tted within

this two-din enslnal space., The direction of a vector represents the

direction in which the variable is weighted n a discriminant function,

and its length represents the importance of fiat variable relative to

the other variabled'in defining the two func ions. (See Overall and
1
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Klett', 1972, for a descrfption.of this technique for interpreting

discriminant analysis` results.)

Figure 1 Abo't

Figure" 1 shows thatfyears'of educ tion also contributes to them

second and third dimensions and that IQ is.also relitively important ,

in defining group differences. Although the socioeconomic background

variables are less important, they4o help differentiate the groups.

The distinctions among the high-level groups (net of differences on ,the

first dimensibn) can be'summarized as follows: (a) the contrast between

men in Social and Enterprising work is a high IQ-education versus high

socioeconomic background distinction, (b) the contrast between Investi-

gative and Enterprising work is nrimarilNan IQ and college curriculum.

versus'a socioeconomic background distinction, and (c) the contrast,

between Social and Investigative work is not .clear,but appears to

involve an academic versus technical training distinction. LOok ng at

.

the moderate-level groups, the major distinction among them 'seems to

be level of schooling versus vocational and technical training; and

this distinction separates Enterprising from Realistic and, Conventional

work.

Conclusion$

This report charts the rate at which occupational differentiation

proceeds Among:white male" youth'`, they enter the laber force; and

itcharts the dimensions along which oCcupation differentiation proceeds.

The major limitation of the study i 'that it inclUdes only the civilian

-



white male proportion of' workers, so, for example, allows
'

inferences about the careeryelopment of-women or blacks.

no

Neverthe-

less, the results are the most comprehensive to.date,on the proaest by

which people become sorted to jobs during the critical first decadems,

'_,,after high school. This- study essentially-provides a series of snap -)

shOts at regOar intervals ;of the results of the ongoing sorting procass.
. _

More de ailed examinations shduld be made, but these pre4Tffiary
!

: rz

skiapshots do' prqvide'an outline of the,process'which 'is ..consistent with

th major canClusiOns from previous thsearch on intergenerational,

. ,mobility but which also suggests the need ,to examine tne systematic

variations, in how ,people attain high- status jot;s in ,different fiel.

. ./of work. The results of the present study can be ,summarized'a follow

Dimensions ofl Occupational Differentiation

(I) Academic achievement-is the major dimension'(among those

examined here) by which.white men become sorted intodifferent oc

tionariroups. This finding is consistent with previOus status attain-;
_

ment work which shows vfa path models that education is a-more important.

determinant of occupational status -than are IQ and family background

(Sewell and-Hauser, 1975), but it differe significantlyfrom the

previOus research by suggesting that some types of high-level work are

.0btained with considerably less education On the average than are

others.

(2) Family socioeconomic background also distinguishes among boys

-in different occupational-groups, but it is not as important as are

the educational history and hental ability measures.

e
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A .' ,

(3) :Although the chance-KofAighloccupat0.6naLattainment are

clearly enhanced by having a high socioeconomic background, a higIQ, :

1

\,,

or a high edUcation, thd results presented here indicate that there may

,be, some paths by which the less advantaged have a better chance to
, .

obtain high-level Jobs. For example, Social occupations seem to be

p oridi'ng high - status work to peOple whoare -a le to obtain the high
. ..-,

t:who may. have cOme,level of education required to enter such w

from low-status families. In contrast, Enterprising work attracts men

Without such a high level of education but who nevertheless may have

come om high socioeconomic status Tami e . BeCause ofthe lower

academic abilitY-and credentialsjequired, however, Enterprising work

may provide more opportunities for high-lel)el jobs feu- some men Who did

not have, either the encouragement, financial resources, academic taunt,

or desire to obtain the education necessary for, both Investigative

work (which includes most of the professions) and the Social occupations.

This is a particularly important finding becausenthef'reseatch

(gottfredson,' 1977) has shown Enterprising work to be high-paying

relative to other types of work', and it therefore pbtent141y, offers

lowdr class people a chance, to succeed without having to invest in an

expensive educati n. Nevertheless, it is posaible that other barriers

operate -to include

work.

over class or minority people from Enterprising

Rate of Occupational Differentiation:

(1) Rate of labor force participati n stahoilizes in the early
,...

i
twenties, and by age 22', working is the majorTAtiy of almost 80%

I,

of all men.



(2) 141-fferentiation accordion to educational ;evel,"the major/

criterion by which men are iortedc6to jobs, il.largely coMplete by'

es. in other antecIde s of occupational attainment such
. r

and father's status'do npt increase, which is as expected;xpected:

(3) DiAtrentiaLon according to octupational-;ftatus oc%urs

primarilyby age 24 but continuet at a slower rate tkroughthelate 20's.

(4), The overall distribution of Men to differen inaS and levels

of ,work ha4!,y,nely stabilized b' the mid twnties. The'majcor net
,/

change in the late twenties is the continuing movement' of men into.

high-lrel Enterprising work, which is con, eque.ntly associated with a

as IQ.,

continuing
4 ,

all. men.

(5) The dime'tision's by which men are

tional groups'appear to be the same after most men have obtained

rise in the mean and variation of occupational status among

sorted to different occupa-

employment; but'the sorting process itself continues through the la
P)e

k
,,twen.ties

*
I

J P ,

.(6) By age 2p"the sorting of men of different beackdtrids into
. -----1..,_

;

different ocCdpational groups appears to have been largely completed.

,'
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Means, Standard Deviations, and correlations for Socioeconamic

Background and Curient Occupational Statusa: By Age

e

Means and Standard' DeviatiOns

Respondent's
Status,

Respondent's. Reondent's
Education IQ.

. . X - SD (N) X SD (N) X. SD.

.8 23.9 17.1 (1424) 11:8 1.4 (1480) 5.8 1%7

30.3 20.5 (1386). 12.7 2.0 (1414) 5.8 1.7

!2 36.6 23.2 (1154) 12.9 2.5 (1167) 5.5 1.8

4 42.4 24.9 (1088) 12.8. 2.8 (1098) 5.4 1.7

'6 43.7 24.7 (918) 12.8 2.9 (922) 5.3 1.'6

t8 45.4 25.4 (480) 12.9 2.9 (483) 5.2 1.7

(N)

(1027)

(1150

(939)

(846)

(689)

(368)..

Father's
Status

Father's
.Education

X SD (N) X SD '(N)

38.3 24.1 .(1385). 10..9 3:5.(13.23)

39.1 24.4 (1320) 10.8 3.4 (1241)

38.1 24.1.(1087) -10.5 3.5 (968)

37.0 24.0'(1033) 10.1 3.6 (872).

36.4 23.9 (870) 9.9 3.6 (703)

35.5 23;8 (460) 9.8 3.6 (364)

Correlation's of Respondent's Occupational Statusb with:

Age

itespondent's
- Education

Respondent's
IQ

Father's
'Status

Father's
Education

(N) r (N) (N)

18 .17 (1424) :.14 (994 .13 (1334) .15. -(1272)

20 .20 (085) .13 (1133) .16 (1291) .13' ,(1212)

.-,.

22 .45 (1153) .32 '.(930). .24 (1073) .21 , (957)

24 .60
o

(1087) .38' (838) 32 (1021) .35 (865)

26 , ..64 '(917) .43 j689) .31 (865) , .35 (698).

28 , . .65 (480) .45 (368) .41 (457) .36 (361)

a
Table includes only men for whom labor force status (i.e., employed, unemployed,

b
or not ..in the labor forcel- is known.
Occupational status is for current job.if employed and is for last job if not currently
employed.



Table'3

, Percentage of Men' in Each Occupational Group. Whose IQ Scores

Fall Within the TOL) 40% of IQ Scores:.- By Age

,18 43,4.(406)

20 41,8' (410)

22 '33,6 -(307).

/re 24' 29.0.(245,)

26 24.8.(197)

28 24,0 (100)

tl 4

49,2 (65) a a 60.3 (53) a, 65,8 38.1 .(71)

363. (164) 67,7 (34).. -'a 48,7 .,(78) opoo (50) 71.4 (63) 57,7 (59)

40,0 (120) .81.2 (53) 83..0. (53) 41.8 (67) 54,6 (66) 55,.6 8(54)/ '60.9

25;0 (100) 78.0.. (77)- 72.7e (55) `.36.1 (72) 61.3 (106) 42.9 (42) a-

31;6 (98) 84,0 (63) 62,8 (43) 3E8. (49) 57.6 (99) 46.0 (30)

33.4 (48) 66.71 (36) 72.0 (25) 21'.7 (23) 56.5 (69) a -

73,3 .(319)

800 (274)

'67.6,.(100)

76.9 (55)

65.0, (20)

a

a
Fewer than 20 cases,

b
Not in ( the labor force,

29
(V.)
CaJ
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Table

Summary Statistics froM the Discriminant

Analysea of the. Seven Major. Occupational Groupa:

By Agd

Percentage of Total Variance Which is Between Ctoups

Age
Father's Father's Mother's
Status Education Education

Years CollegeIQ
Education Curriculum

3 2

20 5 4 3 5 11

22 6 5 17 29 15

X24, 14 15 12 20 40 22

26 12 15 14 25 43 27

28 18 '' 13. 10 23 46 22

Eigenvalues, of first Canonical Correlations of
three functions Functions with Occup. Groups

1st 2nd 3rd 1st 3rd

18 -14*** .08*** 05*** .35 .28 i21

20 f:18*** .07*** 7 ..03* i :39 .25 .17-

22 .52, .08 * ** .04 * * *. .519. .27 .21 .

24 .88*** .09*** .05*** .68 .29 ..22

26 1.08*** ' .05*** .04*** .72 .23. .19,

28' 1.11*** ..07** .03 .73 .26 .18

Enrolled Any
Now Training

10

10

8

Cases Correctly
Classified

% , Kappa

70 '.05

50 .05

51 .25,

51 ..29

50 .29:

48. .29



'Table 5

Standardized .Coefficients and Centroids for the First Discriminant
,

Age

function: By Age

Standardized'CoeffiCients of Firmipiscri;Iinant Function .

Fathees Father's Mother's Yeirs College Enrolled ..Any

..Staius Education' Education' IQ.. Education Curriculum Now Training $1)

-18

20

22

24,

26

28

.138 .30 24 .35 .14 '.27

.23 -.07 .09 .19 .48 .21

.08 -.08 - 06 .31 .70 '" .16

.08 -.00 -.02 .22 .65 .21

-.03 .02 ,Q8 .25 .58 .25

.12 .02 , -.05 .18 .67 .16

.34 .40

18 .23

w,

Centroids' on First Discriminant Function

.03 .18

.05 .17

.07 .15

.16 . .11

(859)

1(937)

(902)

(923)

1

R Lo R Mod E Mod C Mod E Hi HI S

18 -.18 .15 .49 .70 -.09 .88 2.06
.

Y ,
74,

20 -.25 , -.14 .38 . C72 .33 .95 1.07

22 -.45 -.16 -.01 .38 . .44 1.22 1.35

24 - 60 -.32 -.07 .11 467 1,18

26 -.65
J`

-.30 .10

28° -.38, -.38. .14

.65

:54

1.27
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FigUte .1

-Ctiltroids ',of Seven Occupational 0r9ops,on the Second and Third gsCrimin nt.Functions-1

and the Vectors of the Original Variables in that Two-Dimensional Space

(Men Aged. 22)
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